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Abstract
Background/Objectives: Home automation is becoming more important day by day due to its numerous advantages.
Home automation technology provides essential security to homes and associated control operations. This paper deals
with the design and implementation of secure home automation using Raspberry Pi. Methods/Statistical Analysis:
The proposed technology is to design a basic home security application on Raspberry Pi through reading and posting
of messages in social networking sites. This data can be shared to authorized user via social networking sites to achieve
home automation. Findings: Raspberry Pi board is a flexible embedded processor and with the support of open source
packages the required camera system and systems for Facebook management and one time pass word management are
implemented. The GPIO pins are sufficient for external control. Conclusion/Improvements: The system developed
provides user friendly automation for security of home using Facebook and can be enhanced in future using bio metric
authentication.
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1. Introduction

The Automated security system is very useful for today’s
various applications like home and banks where the
authorized security is a critical issue. The paper aims at
designing a smart embedded system for secured applications. High security is an extremely important feature
and the Raspberry Pi has the ability to provide that.
The Raspberry pi is a small sized single board computer
which is capable of performing various functionalities
in automation systems, surveillance systems, military
applications, etc. The design is combination of automation and camera security system with low cost. This setup
is a high security automated system with camera using a
Raspberry Pi.
Raspberry Pi is used to develop the system because
Raspberry Pi is a single board computer and it has the
highest performance to cost ratio. It is one of the smallest
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and useful single board computers available in the market. The software which is present in the board consists of
a standard programming language compiler and the boot
loader that runs on the board. Raspberry Pi equipment
uses Linux kernel-based operating system.
This automation is a link up with social networking
sites. User can monitor from the remote place i.e. bank
or home and can control using social networking sites.
Proposed system is designed as a general purpose application. As a proof of concept, home automation through
social networking sites considered for implementation.

2. Background Work
A several examples are available in the literature survey
for home security automation. Many automated systems
has been developed which informs the owner in a remote
location about who comes to the house. However, the
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proposed system looks into the development of embedded
system which sends an image to user and user can control
it. Modern developments in the area of home automation
have shifted the technology away from the realms of study
and into the homes of consumers. Together with the rapid
implementation of the internet anywhere and anytime
accessible home environment has been brought closer to
reality. Security challenges arise from making the home
environment accessible to anyone with internet access
from anywhere. Hence, providing sufficient security to
offer a reasonable level of protection for homeowner’s
privacy and safety is crucial for successful adoption of
this technology. This study examines the security issues
raised by the anywhere and anytime accessible home
environment1.
Performance evaluation of wireless home automation
networks in indoor scenarios2. The developed system has
large no. of sensors like temperature humidity, pressure,
noise, dust and pressure. The system can continuously
update the data to the internet using wireless sensor networks. The design of home automation as the application
on Raspberry Pi through reading the subject of email and
the algorithm for the same has been developed in python
environment which is the default programming environment provided by Raspberry Pi.
Using Raspberry pi other important application is
developed for the home automation which can be controlled through internet i.e. by reading the subject of the
received mail the board can perform the actions according
to the subject. The switch which is corresponds to home
appliances can be turned off by sending mail with subject
“OFF” to the raspberry Pi board. This work consists of
two more switches which can be controlled by sending
mails which are having the subject of “ON2” and “ON3”
to turn on the switch2 and switch3 respectively. Using
Raspberry pi another system is designed which integrates
the cameras and motion detectors into web application3.
This system provides easy access to the remote user with
the help of mobile application to control their home appliances in secured way.
The other approach instigated a hardware design of
smart home energy management system4 which includes
applications such as communication, sensing technology.
This design consists of sensors to detect human activities and machine-learning algorithm is implemented
accordingly with the help of this data. This implementation helps users to reduce the total electricity payments
without any human involvement. Raspberry contains
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the software to detect the motion by using camera module, will be enable to capture the image as well as live
streaming. A python script directs the Raspberry Pi to
send email notifications every time when the motion is
detected. There is another application designed which is
sensor based Surveillance monitoring system developed
using Raspberry Pi5. Another approach implemented java
based home automation system to monitor and control
the home appliances based on java server pages6. In this
PIR Sensor is used to detect the motion. In this Raspberry
pi operates and controls video cameras and motion detectors for live video streams, remote sensing and smart
surveillance. This approach is to use social networks as
communication medium for security, which has not been
reported in literature survey.

3. System Design
The required hardware to build the system is as follows
• Raspberry Pi Model B+
• Web Camera which is compatible with the board
-5Volts 1A power supply
• Micro SD memory card and an output device like LED.
Proposed system is a generalized embedded system so
the output is indicated with the help of LED which can be
changed to different output devices like relays, door control,
motor control etc. Figure 1 describes the block diagram of
the proposed system. This setup consists of input device
as web camera, and output device as LED. Controlling is
done with the help of social networking sites.
The components required to build the system and
developed modules are listed below.

3.1 Raspberry Pi
Raspberry Pi B+ model is chosen because it is inexpensive, widely supported for the client needs7. Raspberry Pi
Model B+ has 512 Mb RAM, 4 USB ports and an Ethernet
port. Raspberry Pi model B+ has 26 GPIO pins out of
40. Using GPIO pins it is possible to control the output
hardware devices like LEDs motors and relays. Regarding
input devices, raspberry pi can access the keypad,
switches. GPIO pins can read the data from sensors like
temperature, light, motion and proximity sensors. Some
GPIO pins also have an alternate function like UART, SPI
and I2C etc. Various functionalities of the components
are given below.
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Figure 1. Block diagram of system.

• SD Card is used to install OS and long term storage.
The total memory of the SD card is about 4GB. Micro
USB Power cable is used to give the power supply. It
provides 700 mA at 5V.
• Ethernet Port is used to connect board with the laptop
and for the internet.
• GPIO pins can allow to control and interact with real
world.

3.2 Configuration of Camera
Raspberry Pi supports different types of video capturing
devices like USB webcams and wireless cameras. Proposed
system consists of a USB web camera as input device. The
camera chosen to develop the system is small and easy to
configure. To configure the camera, enable camera drivers and install required packages which are able to take
photo. It takes the image and stores that image in working
directory. This data storage and retrieval of taken images
are stored in memory card of the board and these images
can be shared to the user8.

3.3 Home Security with Internet
This work is an attempt to combine home automation
and home security into one application9. The developed
system communicates with the internet using Wi-Fi. To
work with the internet it is needed to set an IP address to
the board. When the user sends a message to the system,
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then system will compare with the default stored message and it will notify the camera system to take image
and send it to the user. For high security purpose system
would be generate a onetime password which can be send
to registered mobile number and it will valid up to T seconds. Based on user requirement T can be changed.

3.4 Installed Packages
To design this system board need to install some packages
which are given below. Streamer: This is used to take the
snapshots from web camera and the syntax is as follows.
Streamer -f jpeg -o name.jpeg
In this image can be stored in current working directory with the format of jpeg with name given in syntax.
Fbcmd: This command is used to check the Facebook
from command line. The syntaxes which are used in the
program are as follows.
fbcmd INBOX unread: It is used to check the unread
messages in Facebook.
fbcmd ADDPIC image.jpeg ‘description’: This is used
to send the images to the user
Smscmd: It is used to send text messages for mobile
number from command line. Syntax is as follows.
smscmd1 ‘message’ ‘mobile number’ ‘mailid@gmail.com’
‘password’.
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Here mail ID and password is about what the
user given at the time of registration to work with this
command.

4. Design and Implementation
Proposed system took an application which enables the
user to open his door remotely after conforming the face
identity of a person who is standing before his home
door. As the security measure OTP is used to associate
with user’s mobile phone which can be generated and sent
automatically.

4.1 Hardware Connections
Figure 2 shows hardware setup of the proposed system.
Raspberry board and laptop connected with the help
of Ethernet cable. Web camera is interfaced with the
Raspberry Pi and the output device LED is connected to
GPIO pin of board.
The control flow is explained with the help of flowchart given in Figure 3.

4.2 Control Flow
Figure 3 shows the control flow of proposed system. The
code for implementing the control strategy for home
security was written in shell scripting in Raspberry Pi10.
Initially, the program was set to initialize the system
and start checking of incoming messages. Raspberry Pi
starts reading the subjects of messages from the account.
The subject of the messages is compared with the default
subject (default subject is already defined) and the control
Figure 3. Control flow of the program.

Figure 2. Hardware setup of the system.
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signal is generated according to user’s message i.e. if the
incoming message is ‘image’, raspberry Pi generate a
control signal to take image and send to the user. Along
with image system sends OTP to user’s mobile. Then user
sends the password to system and it compares it with
generated OTP. If it matches, board gives a control signal
to GPIO pins to enable the required pin. This structure is
looped for checking new messages continuously. Proposed
system is designed for a general purpose application.
Some key modules are developed in the system. So any
application can be developed by integrating the developed
modules. The developed modules are as follows
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•
•
•
•

Camera module
GPIO communication
Automatic internet access
OTP generation through free SMS.

5. Results
When the system started running, it continuously checks
the messages from the user. According to user’s message it
takes the image and sends it to the user’s Facebook. User
can see the image from remote location.
Figure 4 shows the image which sent to user. After
sending the image system generates onetime password

which is valid for T seconds and send it to the user mobile
number. Based on receiving the password user can control the system by sending OTP to the board. System will
wait until OTP has received i.e. proper delay is provided.
If the OTP matches board gives a control signal to glow
led which is connected to GPIO pins of the board.
Figure 5 shows the controlling output device LED
from the remote place. The total system flow is follows
like this. If the message is from the user then system reads
the subject of that message. According to the subject system sends data to the user. Proposed system send image
of the person to the user who is in front of the door. Along
with the image system send one time password to the

Figure 4. Image sent to the user.

Figure 5. Sending back OTP to the system from Facebook.
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Figure 6. Total output of the system.

users mobile. If the user wants to open the door password
can be sent back to the system. Proper delay should be
provided for the user to send back OTP to the system.
If the password matches with generated OTP system can
give control signal to the GPIO pins of Rapsberry Pi. LED
will be glowing which is connected to the GPIO pins.
LED glows for some time and it go to off position. Figure
6 shows the total output of the system.
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The aim of this design is to create a security interface to a
smart phone device through social networking sites that
is very simple to use. Here the automation and security
aspects are achieved through the usage of web camera and
the mobile device. The system is able to enable a pin to
lock or unlock a door from remote location by a message
from Facebook. This system provides a user friendly automation and security application for homes. The work can
be extended with biometric authentication to enhance
more security.
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